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International and national context



Belgian expert group on 
disinformation
• A two-step consultation: 
 A public consultation on how disinformation is perceived and who should address it;

 An expert group focusing on defining a response architecture to disinformation in Belgium;

• A multidisciplinary expert group:
 Journalists and media (VRT and RTBF);

 Academics (VUB, Université de Namur, Université de Gand);

 Civil Society (EU DisinfoLab).

• A clear mandate
 Help to define the problem;

 Provide recommendations and solutions to implement.



Problem definition and quick agreements
• Definition of disinformation instead of “Fake News”
• Creation of disinformation is easy
• Distribution of disinformation is cheap, can be tricked and is also enhanced by 

algorithms from the platforms
• Public authorities need to avoid defining what is true or false and should focus on 

empower civil society to tackle disinformation
• More research, more fact-checking and more quality journalism are needed



The vision: a civil society response



The state of play

• Two main solutions were drafted
• A concertation platform for all actors to discuss and have access to data for researchers

• A support to quality journalism

• In October 2018, Prime Minister Charles Michel announced a “fact-checking 
fund” of 1,5 million euro dedicated to fund fact-checking initiatives in Belgium 

• Federal government collapsed in December 2018, just before budget for this fund 
being voted

• 2 initiatives are emerging: Faky (RTBF) and Factcheck.Vlaanderen



Latest trends observed 
in disinformation
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WHAT IS DISINFORMATION?
• Disinformation: (noun) False information deliberately and often covertly spread in order to influence public opinion or 

obscure the truth

• Misinformation: (noun) Incorrect or misleading information inadvertently sent in order to influence public opinion or 
obscure the truth

False 
content

Deliberately 
spent (Covered)

Influence 
public 

opinion

• Fabricated content
• Decontextualized 

content
• Conspiracy

• Intention of 
spreading

• Organisation of 
spreading

• Coordination
• Advertisement

• Sock puppets
• Trolls
• Automated 

distribution

• Polarization
• Voters suppression
• Political gain
• Financial gain



The Origin

Two migrants killed a 
policeman last night in Italy.

In July 2019, AFP fact-checking service published 
an article on a disinformation spread by a 
Facebook Page called “I support the Police”.



Je soutiens la police

• Facebook page created in 2017

• 172 000 fans on Facebook

• Publishes content from 
Suavelos.eu or Bellica.fr

• Also republish content from 
other Facebook pages called ”I 
support”

• This pages likes pages called 
Suavelos (Suavelos News, 
Madame Suavelos), another “I 
support” page and a page called 
“Vive La France

• Website: Jesoutienslapolice.com



Cross posting and algorithmic hijacking





What is Suavelos?



MULTI-NARRATIVE ACTIVITY



MONETIZATION AND POLARIZATION
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A UNIQUE CASE?

• Police lives matters
• 170.000 Facebook fans
• Allegedly run from NYC
• Run from Kosovo
• 2,3 Million reaction reached in 1 month 

(double that Buzzfeed)
• Proposed Pro-Trump content
• Also pushed content from “I Love 

America”

• I Love America
• 1,1 million fans
• Run from Ukraine
• 9,3 Million reaction
• Content already posted by IRA troll



Breaking News and conspiracy/misleading



Polarization and 
emotion



Conclusion: what’s the issue?

• Disinformation is a symptom, not a disease
• Disinformation goes beyond “official” political content
• First steps already taken into acknowledging the issue
• Disinformation touches very different area: how we’re targeted, why are we 

recommended this type of content, how we react to certain type of content
• Assessment of Code of Practice to see results and think if there is a need to go 

further
• Need for a common response, both from regulatory and civil society perspective
• The ABCD framework
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